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Westmoreland House 
 
Stakeholder Group Meeting at Salvation Army, Ashley Road 
 
22 November 2011 at 5.30 pm 
 
Attendees: 
 
Lori Streich   St Werburgh Neighbourhood Association (Chair) 
Simon Lewis   Montpelier resident 
Jane Brewerton  Niche Frames 
Ben Appleby   Co Chair Cabot Neighbourhood Forum 
Janine McCretton  Local resident 
Tony Mason   Montpelier Conservation Group 
David Saunders  Hamilton House 
Emma Dyer   Community researcher, resident 
Petra Regent   Resident Nine Tree Hill 
Jawahar De Sousa  Project Officer, City Design, Bristol Council 
Nick Hooper   Bristol City Council 
Chris Chalkley  Peoples Republic of Stokes Croft 
Jon Rogers   Councillor, Ashley Ward 
Gus Hoyt   Councillor, Ashley Ward 
Anthony Negus  Councillor, Cotham Ward & Executive Member 
Kate Hartas   Bristol City Council 
Wallur Rahman  Local resident 
Julian Mellor   2md 
Jan Reichel   Project Manager, Property Services, Bristol Council 
 
Apologies:  
Prue Hardwick  Shake Wrap and Roll 
Pete Bullard   St Paul’s Unlimited 
Tracy Edwards Brown St Pauls Unlimited 
Delroy Hibbert  St Pauls Unlimited/Resident 
Hugh Nettelfield  2md 
John Frenkel   Kingdown Conservation Group 
 
 
Purpose of meeting: Review Contact Groups work and draft vision proposal.  
Review process. 
 
1 Introduction and apologies 
 

Introductions made and apologies noted. 
 

2. Draft Vision proposals 
 

Emma’s voxbox was played and she was congratulated and thanked for her 
work.  Julian spoke to his paper ‘Carriageworks Community Vision – 
Discussion Paper for Stakeholder Group’ (previously circulated).  This was 
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based on the Contact Group’s workshop day that analysed the results of the 
first phase of consultation. 

 
Four key points arose from consultation.  These were discussed. 
 
Use  
Community uses were the most popular.  The workshop looked at the meaning 
of ‘community uses’. 
 
Open space 
A series of interlinked spaces in the site.  Move through the site with ground 
floor uses.  Could be part of the community use element. 
 

 Upper floor uses 
A wide range of uses were proposed.  Residential see as most likely.  Must not 
be mono cultural residential.  Mixture should include social and private, rental 
and to buy, high value and affordable, family. 
 
Community ownership 
The working group looked at what this meant.  
 
Julian referred to the sections in his paper in italics.  This was high level and 
deliberately avoided detail at this stage.  It is intended to give BCC and any 
developer direction on what the community want to see addressed on the site. 
 
Lori stated that the question was what we need to do with the work to direct 
the next phase of consultation.  Also what happens to the Stakeholder Group 
after January when the vision work is completed?  The meeting looked at the 
following two issues in detail: 
 
• Community Involvement 

o There was interest in the process of community use.  There was a 
point raised that any development should be capable of being 
secured using skills only available in the community.  Discussion 
concluded this would be too limiting both for the physical scheme 
and the choice of development partners available.  A strong issue 
was that the community want to retain influence on what happens 
on the site both in terms of what is to be built and the management 
of the completed scheme. 

o There was discussion on how local skills could be used and 
created. 

o Explored the possibility of a community led/owned proposal that a 
‘developer’ project managed. 

The conclusion was that the community wanted to be involved throughout the 
stages of securing development not just the visioning stage. 
 
• Meaning of community space and open space 

o This isn’t just an open space or a hall. 
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o It can include uses that contributed to the community use of the 
area.  Interpreted as including wider uses such as retail and 
business uses accessible by the community. 

o Need to balance potentially conflicting uses eg open space and 
residents or community space and servicing.  In any questions 
people have to be made aware of the potential for conflicts. 

o Permeability could include integrating existing buildings to allow 
public access.  Access could be on all sides. 

o Any retail should be a realistic size for small businesses 
o Parking and deliveries need to be catered for.  This needs to be 

raised in the next round of consultation. 
 
It was put to the group that the draft document fairly represented the outcome 
of the consultation so far.  The wording in italics was very good and reflected 
the outcome of the workshop analysis on the consultation results.  This was 
agreed by the group. 
 
Julian referred to the bullet points on page 5 of the paper.  These represent the 
themes for question at the next round of consultation.  He asked whether the 
group agreed.  The group agreed this with the additional comments: 
 

o Could there be a question on community involvement.  The last 
two paragraphs of the wording in italics could form the basis. 

o Include a question around what ‘community use’ means. 
 

It was agreed to delegate the detail of the next stage to the Contact Group as 
the timetable was very tight with the next phase of consultation going live on 1 
December. 
 
2MD will draft wording for the questions for exhibition panels and on line 
page and circulate to the Contact Group plus Petra and Emma.  Responses will 
need to be very quick. 
 
The exhibition dates were discussed.  It was agreed that exhibitions should be 
 
Saturday 3 December between 11 am and 4 pm (Salvation Army, Ashley Rd) 
Sunday 4 December between 1 and 3 pm (PRSC arts space) 
 
The next Contact Group is on 12 December to finalise the vision with their 
work being presented to the Stakeholder Group on 15 December for 
agreement. 
 

3. What Next – Process 
 

Lori talked to her paper ‘Carriageworks Action Group: What Next? – Initial 
thoughts’.  There was detailed discussion. 
 
• The Stakeholder Group will be the formal group the will exist to continue 

to press for the development of the site in line with the community vision.  
Its membership to be widened as long as it does not interfere with any 
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potential future compulsory purchase order.  The membership might now 
include Love Bristol.  The owner should also be invited.   

• The Stakeholder Group would meet 2-3 times a year or as suggested by the 
‘Contact Group’. 

• There will be a need for a group (similar to the Contact Group) to be a link 
between the Stakeholders Group and the council.  It can have no member 
with a potential future commercial interest n the site.  It will field media 
enquiries.  It will become involved with the selection of a development 
partner for the council.  This was agreed in principle.  It will be 
established in due course.  

 
The council will consider the legal implication of any potential conflict of 
interests arising from membership of the group.  It was pointed out the 
council’s rules will be applicable to any conflict.  It was commented that if 
there were any potential conflict of interest they were likely to be later in the 
process. 
 
A meeting will be arranged for after Christmas, possibly January, to consider 
the proposals for the next stage process. 

 
4. Any other business 

None 
 
Date of next meeting: 
To be confirmed.  Possibly January 
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